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We present the Vermont Technology Job Trends (VTJT) Project, which consists of a specifically designed database and website to report on technology jobs located in the state of Vermont. The goal of the project was to collect companies, locations, job titles and dates in order to identify trends starting in 2014 and continuing each year thereafter. Currently, no known resource is available to search for and report on Vermont technology job trends. This project and related information will be presented at www.vttechjobtrends.info. The data collected and reported from this project will assist the efforts of the organizations responsible for promoting technology in Vermont as well as providing a clearer understanding of what Vermont businesses have to offer for students, recent graduates, or jobseekers. Our hope is that the Vermont Technology Job Trends Project will also give the Computer Information Systems Department at Castleton more insight into what technology studies are essential. We also hope that this project will help guide future Computer Information Systems majors, or minors towards their ideal job.